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Abstract—This article presents a modified dispatchable virtual
oscillator control approach for achieving the passivity of grid-
forming inverters (GFMs), without assuming constant voltage and
constant frequency. The proposed control framework utilizes the
port-Hamiltonian (PH)–based structure that mimics the behaviors
of coupled harmonic oscillators, along with an energy “pumping-
or-damping” block and the control by interconnection technique, to
render the inverter passive. Once passivity is achieved, the transient
stability of the system will be guaranteed. The proposed control
framework is composed of three loops: an outer power dispatching
loop that generates the voltage and frequency references, a virtual
oscillator loop that emulates the spontaneous synchronization of
oscillators, and an inductor current loop that maintains lossless
interconnection in PH systems. The study shows that the proposed
control approach ensures the passivity of GFMs, facilitating the
transient stability design of multi-inverter systems, as interconnec-
tions of passive systems remain passive and stable.

Index Terms—Grid-forming inverters, passivity, port-
Hamiltonian (PH) systems, virtual oscillator control.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the increase of power electronics interface renew-
able energy and energy storage sources, power systems

face new stability issues caused by the wide control bandwidth
of power electronic devices and low system inertia [1], [2]. To
ensure system stability and reliability, proper control strategies
must be designed for power electronic inverters. Researchers
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have highlighted the necessity of grid-forming inverters (GFMs),
which directly control the system voltage, for stable and reli-
able operations of future power electronics-dominated power
systems [3], [4]. Therefore, this article will concentrate on
investigating grid-forming control strategies.

Although GFMs can help maintain the stability of power
electronics-based power system, designing proper control strate-
gies for GFMs to ensure stability under various operating condi-
tions remain challenging, especially when multiple inverters are
operating together, or when system information is not readily
available. For instance, the conventional grid-forming control
approaches might have system transient stability issues due to
the virtual inertia term in the controller (e.g., low-pass filters
(LPFs) in droop control), or the sharp control voltage drop in
the event of fault conditions (e.g., slow oscillation convergence
speed of dispatchable virtual oscillator control) [5], [6].

In addressing the stability issues of GFMs under various grid
conditions, the passivity-based port-Hamiltonian (PH) system
theory presents a promising solution with several advantages [7],
[8], [9]. First, the passive components within power transmission
and distribution networks are naturally passive in terms of termi-
nal voltage and current (i.e., impedance). Second, the passivity
properties are obtained at the input or output ports of each sub-
system, enabling a feasible and straightforward stability design
for the interconnection of multiple inverters. In other words, if
all the inverters are ensured passive, the stability of the entire
system can be guaranteed through passive interconnections.

So far, various control approaches have been proposed in
the literature to achieve a passivity-based design for GFMs, as
summarized in Table I. These approaches are characterized by
three aspects: system analysis approaches; linearity; and stability
issues. While most research has focused on mitigating system
small-signal high-frequency harmonic issues through linear con-
trol methods, few have focused on enhancing system transient
stability. To be specific, the previous approaches have developed
linear control approaches to passivate the output impedance of
the inverters, as demonstrated in [10], [11], and [12], but these
methods only aimed to solve small-signal high-frequency har-
monic instability problems. A passivity-based dual-loop vector
voltage and current control have been developed in [13], which
was to mitigate the adverse effects of control time delay and
to passivate the inverter impedance at a high-frequency range
while disregarding the dynamics of the outer power loop. The
research work in [14] focused on enhancing the small-signal
phase synchronization stability of the system by passivating the
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TABLE I
REVIEW OF EXISTING PASSIVITY-BASED CONTROL DESIGN FOR GFMS

transfer function of the inverter from its fundamental frequency
to its active power. In [15], the low-frequency passivity behaviors
of GFMs are investigated and it was observed that GFMs exhibit
inherent nonpassivity in terms of small-signal output impedance
due to the integral relationship between frequency and angle in
the output power loop. Also, it reveals that the virtual reactance
method proves effective in enhancing the inverter passivity
index. In [16], a control approach for GFMs was developed using
the PH-based passivity theory, which considered the impact of
nonlinear loads. However, this was limited to the fast dynamics
of the inner current loops assuming that the system was always
well synchronized with the grid (i.e., constant voltage and con-
stant frequency). A distributed stability criterion was proposed
in [17] based on the output-differential passivity in terms of
bus voltage and bus power, but determining the passivity of
GFMs with different types of controls was challenging and the
power flow data was required for the evaluation of the passivity
index of the entire system. In [18], a PH-based passive virtual
synchronous machine control strategy was introduced, which
did not require the assumption of constant voltage and constant
frequency. However, the three-channel structure of the con-
trol approach was complicated, and the relationships between
passivity and system stability were still uncertain. Thus, it is
desirable to develop a simpler control structure that preserves
inverter passivity while retaining physical significance using
conventional control variables such as active power and reactive
power. Also, the relationships between inverter passivity and
system stability are expected to be revealed.

Accordingly, this article proposes a PH-based two-channel
control structure using active power, reactive power, and voltage
as the control variables for the passivity design of GFMs. The
main contributions could be summarized as follows.

1) Devising a simple control structure that is compatible
with other grid-forming control strategies, such as droop
control, or virtual oscillator control.

2) Rendering the GFMs passive without the assumption of
constant voltage and constant frequency, thus, improving
system transient stability under various transient scenar-
ios.

3) Exploring the relationships between inverter passivity and
system transient stability.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section II pro-
vides a brief review of the passivity-based PH system theory and
typical grid-forming control laws. In Section III, the proposed
control structure is given with the proof of passivity of GFMs
in the closed loop with discussions on the controller implemen-
tation issues. In Section IV, the proposed control approach is
compared with the dVOC method in terms of passivity and tran-
sient stability. Section V presents simulation and experimental
case studies to validate the effectiveness of the proposed strategy
in maintaining the stability of multi-inverter systems. Finally,
Section VI concludes this article.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Principles of Port-Hamiltonian Control Theory

Consider a general input–output nonlinear dynamical system
S : u → y described as described by{

ẋ = f (x, u)

y = h (x, u)
(1)

where x ∈ Rn, u ∈ Rm, and y ∈ Rm. The system S is passive
if there exists a storage functionH(x) bounded from below such
thatH(x(t2))−H(x(t1)) ≤ ∫ t2t1 uT (t)y(t)dt and t1 ≤ t2. IfH
is differentiable, then Ḣ ≤ uT y. This property characterizes the
energy dissipation behavior of the system S. It implies that the
system S cannot generate energy and that any energy stored in
the system must be dissipated over time.

To construct the storage function H for a nonlinear system, it
is often helpful to reformulate the system’s ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) into a known framework [19], such as the
Euler–Lagrange framework, the PH framework, the Brayton–
Moser framework, etc. In this article, the PH framework is
selected since its ODEs are first-order equations that are easier
to solve than some high-order expressions [20], [21].

A PH system can be written as

∑
:

{
ẋ = (𝒥 (x)− ℛ (x)) ∂H

∂x (x) + g (x)u

y = gT (x) ∂H
∂x (x)

(2)

where the interconnection matrix 𝒥 is skew-symmetric (i.e.,
𝒥(x) = −𝒥T (x)), and ∂H

∂x (x) is the column vector of partial
derivatives [20]. Note that with ℛ(x) = ℛT (x) ≥ 0 specifying
the energy dissipation, the system is passive with storage func-
tion H satisfying Ḣ = uT y − ∂HT

∂x ℛ(x)∂H∂x ≤ uT y.
Furthermore, the feedback interconnection of two passive

systems (i.e., Ḣ1 ≤ uT
1 y1, Ḣ2 ≤ uT

2 y2, u1 = −y2 + v1, u2 =
−y1 + v2) leads to a passive interconnected system since Ḣ1 +
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Fig. 1 Grid-connected grid-forming inverter.

Ḣ2 ≤ vT1 y1 + vT2 y2, where v1 and v2 are the external inputs for
these two passive systems separately.

B. Typical Grid-Forming Control Laws

The single-line diagram of a general three-phase GFM con-
necting to the grid is illustrated in Fig. 1. The inverter has
an LC output filter with inductor current denoted as iL and
capacitor voltage denoted as v. The control input for the GFM
is u and the external disturbance is grid current ig. The system
will be conducted in the stationary αβ reference frame, which
is transformed from the abc reference frame using the Clarke
transformation.

Given the decoupled timescale between the inner volt-
age/current loop and the outer power loop, the dynamics of
the inner loop can be disregarded and treated as a unity gain
component because the focus of this article is on system transient
stability. Additionally, the switching effect of the power switches
will be neglected based on the averaging theory.

For the outer power loop, various control structures have been
developed so far [22]. Among the typical control structures are:
power-synchronization control (PSC) [23], [24], basic droop
control [25], [26], [27], droop control with LPFs [28], [29], and
dispatchable virtual oscillator control [30], [31], [32], [33], [34].
The characteristics of each control structure can be thoroughly
investigated by employing the control law equations in polar
coordinates. The control laws of PSC and basic droop control
can be both described as{

θ̇ = ω0 +mP (P0 − P )

u = uo + nQ (Q0 −Q)
(3)

where mP and nQ are the control gains, and P0 and Q0 are
the active power and reactive power of the inverter, respectively.
The control laws of droop control with LPFs can be represented
by {

θ̇ = ω0 +mP
ωP

s+ωP
(P0 − P )

u = uo + nQ
ωQ

s+ωQ
(Q0 −Q)

(4)

where ωP and ωQ are the cutoff frequencies of the active and
reactive power loops. The control laws of dispatchable virtual
oscillator control in [33] can be represented by{

θ̇ = ω0 +
mP

u2 (P0 − P )

u̇ = ku

u2
ref

(
u2

ref − u2
)
u+

nQ

u (Q0 −Q)
(5)

where ku is the control gain of the internal voltage oscillator.
Another type of dVOC control in [32] and [34] can be described
by

⎧⎨
⎩
θ̇ = ω0 +mP

(
Pref
u2
ref

− P (u) sin δ
u2

)
u̇ = ku

u2
ref

(
u2

ref − u2
)
u+ nQ

(
Qref

u2
ref

− Q(u,δ)
u2

)
u.

(6)

Among the control methods mentioned, the droop control
with LPFs described in (4) may lose synchronism after dis-
turbances due to the virtual inertia terms introduced by LPFs
[5], [6]. However, if the cutoff frequencies of the LPFs are
sufficiently high, (4) could be considered similar to the approach
in (3). The PSC or basic droop control can ensure system
transient stability as long as equilibrium points exist following
significant disturbances, assuming a constant voltage. However,
the dynamics of reactive power-voltage interactions can poten-
tially jeopardize system stability. The dVOC approach in [32]
and [34] has also been shown to have better transient stability
than droop control with LPFs due to its heavily damped active
power-frequency control performance [5], [35]. However, it may
also become unstable due to the significant voltage drop in the
reactive power-voltage loop during certain transient events. By
examining equations from (3) to (6), it can be observed that
the dVOC approach resembles a typical droop controller around
the nominal operating point u ≈ uref = 1 [34], [36], [37], [38].
Hence, the equation in (6) can be regarded as encompassing all
the dynamics described in (3)–(5).

Therefore, the objective of this article is to propose a con-
trol methodology that achieves passivation for the control law
described in (6), by utilizing the principles of PH control the-
ory. Note that inductive transmission lines are assumed for the
control laws discussed above, as well as for the subsequent
analysis conducted throughout this article. However, with suit-
able decoupling assumptions, the approach proposed in this
manuscript can be effectively extended to resistive grids. Like
other dVOC approaches [32], [38], the extension can be achieved
by mainly considering the dynamics of P - u and Q - θ within
resistive grids, applying the same theoretical framework used
for examining dynamics of P - θ and Q - u within inductive
grids. It is also worth mentioning that the specific type of the
virtual synchronous generator control [39], [40] is not addressed
in this article and its passivity-based design can be found in [18]
as already been discussed in Section I.

III. PROPOSED PH-BASED CONTROL FRAMEWORK AND

PASSIVITY ANALYSIS OF GFMS

A. Modeling of Open-Loop GFM and Passivity Analysis

Assuming a constant control input u, the inverter will operate
in open-loop mode. The system PH-based model can then be
represented by

∑
P
:

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
ẋP = (𝒥P − ℛP )∇HP (x) +Gu+Kξ

yP1 = GT∇HP (x)

yP2 = KT∇HP (x)

(7)
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with the inductor flux and capacitor charge as the state variables
xP = [ϕLα ϕLβ qα qβ ]

T
and the Hamiltonian function as

given by

HP (x) =
1

2
Lf i

2
Lα +

1

2
Lf i

2
Lβ +

1

2
Cfv

2
α +

1

2
Cfv

2
β (8)

where 𝒥P =

[
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

]
, ℛP =

[
Rf 0 0 0
0 Rf 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

]
, G =

[
1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0

]
, K =

[
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 1

]
, u =

[
uα

uβ

]
, and ξ =

[
igα
igβ

]
.

It is obvious that the PH system in (7) is passive withHP (x) ≥
0 in terms of system inputs ([uT ξT ]

T
) and system outputs

([yTP1 yTP2]
T
).

B. Proposed Control Block With Control by Interconnection
Technique

The analysis above shows that an open-loop inverter is pas-
sive, as the damping matrix ℛP is nonnegative (i.e., Rf ≥ 0)
and interconnection matrix 𝒥P is skew-symmetric. To make
the closed-loop inverter passive, the control by interconnection
(CbI) technique [41] can be utilized. In CbI, the control block is
treated as another PH system with its own state variables and
Hamiltonian function. The controller is then connected with
the inverter plant in a lossless manner. This means that the
input and output pairs of both the inverter and the controller
are power preserving, as “lossless interconnection” is a math-
ematical concept. For example, the feedback interconnection
of two passive systems as introduced in Section II-A can be
considered as a lossless interconnection. The energy function
of the closed-loop system can then be considered as the sum
of the Hamiltonian functions of the open-loop system and the
controller, thus ensuring the closed-loop system is passive.

When designing the control for GFMs, the open-loop PH
model takes the control voltage u as the input and the inductor
current iL as the output. Hence, to preserve power in the inter-
connection of the controller and the inverter plant, the simplest
way is to choose the inductor current iL as the input and the
control voltage u as the output for the controller. By doing so,
the product u×iL of the inverter plant is equivalent to iL ×u of
the controller, without requiring any additional external inputs.

Accordingly, a control framework can be proposed, as shown
in Fig. 2, which is developed based on the concept of dVOC,
but with enhanced transient stability using the passivity-based
design approach.

The proposed control approach comprises three loops: the
outer power loop, the virtual oscillator loop, and the inductor
current loop.

The outer power loop consists of two channels: the active
power loop, which generates the frequency reference with a
constant gain ξ3, and the reactive power channel, which ad-
justs the oscillation magnitude of the virtual oscillator with
a sign-indefinite gain ±|ξ2|. It is important to note that this

Fig. 2. Proposed control scheme.

sign-indefinite gain ±|ξ2| in the outer reactive power loop cre-
ates a “pumping-or-damping” motion, achieving a nonnegative
damping matrix, and allowing for a passive design of GFMs.

The virtual oscillator loop is responsible for mimicking the
dynamics of coupled harmonic oscillators to achieve sponta-
neous synchronization of multiple inverters, similar to other
virtual oscillator-based control [32], [34].

The inductor current loop maintains the lossless interconnec-
tion between the controller block and the inverter plant block,
ensuring that u×iL = iL ×u. The control gain of the current loop
is extremely small in the proposed control structure, as its only
purpose is to maintain lossless interconnection mathematically,
while not affecting the control performance of the outer power
loop and the virtual oscillator loop. Note that the inductor current
loop here should not be confused with the conventional fast inner
current loop as described in Fig. 1 since its purpose is solely for
lossless interconnection in the PH system in a mathematical
sense.

By adding the energy functions of the inverter plant and
the controller, the closed-loop energy function can be simply
obtained. Further details will be explained in Section III-C.

The dynamic equations of the proposed control can be repre-
sented by

∑
C
: ẋC =

([−ε2/Φ
0

0
−ε2/Φ

0
Ω

−Ω
0

]

−
[
0
0

0
0

−A
0

0
−A

])⎡
⎢⎢⎣
i̇Lα

i̇Lβ

uα

uβ

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (9)

where the control state variables are denoted as xC =

[Cfuα Cfuβ ]
T

. The voltage-amplitude-related term of the
virtual oscillator A is defined by

A = Cfξ1
(
u2

ref − u2
)
+ Cf sgn(ξ2) |ξ2|

(
Qref

u2
ref

− Q

u2

)
(10)

and the frequency-related term of the virtual oscillator Ω is
defined by

Ω = ωoCf + ξ3Cf

(
Pref

u2
ref

− P

u2

)
. (11)
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Fig. 3. Closed-loop GFMs in the PH framework.

The Hamiltonian function HC(x) is defined by

HC (x) =
1

2

Φ2

ε2
(12)

where ε is a small constant and Φ is defined by

Φ =
1

2
Cfu

2
α +

1

2
Cfu

2
β − 1

2
Cfu

2
ref =

1

2
Cf

(
u2 − u2

ref

)
.

(13)
The reason that ε is designed to be small is to counteract

the small value of Φ (i.e., when u close to uref), which can be
described by lim

ε→0,Φ→0
−ε2/Φ = −ε. This property enables

the practical implementation of the current loop by simply
multiplying a small gain.

C. Modeling of Closed-Loop GFMs With the Proposed
Control Block and Passivity Analysis

With the proposed control strategy, the closed-loop system
can then be represented in the PH framework as shown in Fig. 3.
It consists of a control block �C, an interconnection block �I,
and a plant block �P.

The closed-loop system can also be modeled by

∑
:

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
[
ẋP

ẋc

]
= (𝒥− ℛ)∇H (x) + Lξ

y = LT∇H (x)

(14)

where 𝒥 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 −1 0 ε2/Φ 0
0 0 0 − 1 0 ε2/Φ
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0

−ε2/Φ 0 0 0 0 − Ωε2/Φ
0 −ε2/Φ 0 0 Ωε2/Φ0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, ℛ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Rf 0 0 0 0 0
0 Rf 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −Aε2/Φ 0
0 0 0 0 0 −Aε2/Φ

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, and L =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦.

The closed-loop energy function H is defined by

H = HP +Hc. (15)

As can be seen, the interconnection matrix is skew-symmetric
(i.e., 𝒥 = −𝒥T ), due to the lossless interconnection through
the inductor current loop. With a nonnegative damping matrix

ℛ (i.e., ℛ ≥ 0), the derivative of H can be represented by

Ḣ = ξT y − ∂HT

∂x
ℛ
∂H

∂x
≤ ξT y (16)

which indicates that the closed-loop system described by (14) is
passive concerning the inputs ξ = [igα igβ ]

T
and the outputs

y = [vα vβ ]
T

. It should be noted that the passivity design
discussed in this article addresses the transient stability of the
inverter in a system. The focus is on studying dynamic interac-
tions between the outer power loop of the inverter and the grid
under various grid conditions.

To ensure that the damping matrix ℛ ≥ 0, either −Aε2/Φ or
−A/Φ must be nonnegative, which implies that the value of A
needs to be adjusted based on the changes of Φ. By defining
the passivity-related index KP = −A/Φ and based on (10) and
(13), KP can be represented by

KP = 2ξ1 − 2sgn(ξ2) |ξ2|
(
Qref

u2
ref

− Q

u2

)
/
(
u2 − u2

ref

)
. (17)

It can be observed that the first term 2ξ1 will always be
nonnegative if ξ1 is designed to be positive. Additionally,
sgn(ξ2)|ξ2|should be sign-indefinite and determined by

sgn(ξ2) = −sgn

⎛
⎝
(

Qref

u2
ref

− Q
u2

)
(u2 − u2

ref)

⎞
⎠ . (18)

Specifically, ifΦ > 0, sgn(ξ2)|ξ2| should be adjusted to damp
the energy; if Φ < 0, sgn(ξ2)|ξ2| should be tuned to pump the
energy. Thus, a “pumping-or-damping” motion is adopted in the
reactive power loop to maintain the nonnegativity of the damping
matrix ℛ. Although this is a conservative design, it ensures the
passivity of the inverter and, consequently, the transient stability
of the system. Additionally, (17) and (18) become undefined
when u = uref as they involve division by zero. Nevertheless,
this uncertainty does not affect the normal operation of the
controller, as will be further discussed in Sections III-D and
IV-B, respectively.

D. Discussions of Controller Implementation

Based on the analysis above, the dynamics of control voltage
u in αβ axis can be described by{

u̇α = − ε2

CfΦ
i̇Lα + A

Cf
uα − Ω

Cf
uβ

u̇β = − ε2

CfΦ
i̇Lβ + A

Cf
uβ + Ω

Cf
uα

(19)

where A is given in (10), Ω is defined in (11), and Φ is defined in
(13). As can be seen, the inductor current gain in the proposed
control structure is ε2

CfΦ
, where ε is an extremely small value.

This small gain ε can be selected to match the least significant
bit value of the digital signal processor employed in the system.

For the selection of control parameters ξ1 and ξ2 in A and
control parameter ξ3 in Ω of the proposed approach, similar
procedures can be adopted as those for dVOC in [30] and
[33] since they share a similar control structure, except for the
“pumping-or-damping” block and the inductor current loop for
lossless interconnection. The parameter ξ1 is related with the
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Fig. 4. Control diagram of the “pumping or damping” block.

Fig. 5. Magnitude of control voltage with different hysteresis values.

convergence speed of the virtual oscillator loop when unloaded.
For example, if the time taken for the voltage to rise from 0.1uref

to 0.9uref is defined as trise, then ξ1 can be calculated by

ξ1 =
3

trise × u2
ref
. (20)

The selection of ξ2 and ξ3 can equivalently follow the design
of basic droop control in (3). The main difference is that the
proposed approach has sign-indefinite ξ2 due to the “pumping
or damping” motion.

To implement the sign-indefinite “pumping or damping”
action as described in (18), a hysteresis block is used for the
transition between +ξ2 and −ξ2, similar to other bang-bang
control schemes. Fig. 4 illustrates this implementation, where H
is the preset hysteresis value. Since the actual signal is compared
with the reference value, which is 0, the hysteresis value could
be selected to be close to 0.

The impact of different hysteresis values (e.g., 0.001, 0.01,
0.1, and 1) on the magnitude of the control voltage is shown in
Fig. 5. As the hysteresis band increases, the voltage magnitude
variation also increases. In the given example, the largest voltage
variation happens when the hysteresis value is set as 1, but it
is still small enough to be ignored compared with the system
reference control voltage, which is approximately ±0.4% of the
system control voltage. From Fig. 5, it can also be observed
that, in the vicinity of uref (i.e., u → uref), the behavior of u is
undefined. It may either increase or decrease, rather than remain
fixed, which is affected by sgn(ξ2).

Fig. 6. Control diagrams. (a) dVOC approach in [32] and [34]. (b) Simplified
proposed approach.

Additionally, it is worth noting that in the practical imple-
mentation of (18), a multiplier is utilized instead of a divider for
Qref

u2
ref

− Q
u2 and u2 − u2

ref. This is done for two reasons. First, the
choice between multiplication and division does not impact the
sign determination. Second, multiplication is generally faster
than division in digital controllers.

IV. PASSIVITY AND TRANSIENT STABILITY OF PROPOSED

APPROACH COMPARING WITH THE DVOC APPROACH

A. Passivity Analysis of the dVOC Approach

As reviewed in Section II-B, the dVOC approach shows
advantages in transient stability compared to other existing
approaches. The proposed method is developed upon the dVOC
approach. Therefore, in this section, comparisons will be con-
ducted between the proposed method and the dVOC approach.
The control law of dVOC in polar coordinates is shown in
Fig. 6(a). As discussed in [32] and [34], it could be designed
to be almost globally asymptotically stable for a prespecified ac
power-flow solution at the system’s fundamental frequency by
selecting proper control parameters with system information. By
comparing with the simplified control diagrams of the proposed
method in Fig. 6(b) with only the outer power loops, it can be
observed that the main difference between the proposed method
and dVOC is the presence of the “pumping-or-damping” block
in reactive power loop in the proposed method. It should also be
noted that in real implementation, LPFs are generally added to
filter out the measurement noise.

To compare the performance of the proposed method with the
dVOC approach, the dVOC approach can also be rearranged in
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Fig. 7. Diagrams of test bench with short-to-ground fault.

the PH framework which is represented by

∑
dVOC

:

⎧⎨
⎩
[
ẋP

ẋc

]
= (𝒥− ℛdVOC)∇H (x) + Lξ

y = LT∇H (x)
(21)

with assuming the same CbI-based inner current loop structure
as the proposed control approach. In the dVOC approach, the
damping matrix is changed to ℛdVOC as given by

ℛdVOC =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Rf 0 0 0 0 0
0 Rf 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −AdVOCε

2/Φ 0
0 0 0 0 0 −AdVOCε

2/Φ

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(22)

with AdVOC being defined as

AdVOC = Cf
ηα

u2
ref

(
u2

ref − u2
)
+ Cfη

(
Qref

u2
ref

− Q

u2

)
(23)

while𝒥,L, andH remain the same as in (14). Similarly, to check
if the damping matrix is positive or not, the passivity-related
index KPdVOC is defined by

KPdVOC = −AdVOC

Φ
= 2

ηα

u2
ref

− 2η

(
Qref

u2
ref

− Q

u2

)
/
(
u2 − u2

ref

)
.

(24)
IfKPdVOC is positive, it meansℛdVOC is positive and the control

approach is passive. Vice versa, if KPdVOC is negative, it means
ℛdVOC is negative, and the control approach is nonpassive.

B. Comparisons Between the Proposed Approach and the
dVOC Approach: Passivity and Transient Stability

To further evaluate the passivity-related indices of the pro-
posed method (KP ) and the dVOC approach (KPdVOC ) in a
transient event of a power system and their impact on system
transient stability, a simplified test bench is implemented in
MATLAB as shown in Fig. 7. In this test scenario, a short-to-
ground fault occurs at Line 2 with 1 mH short impedance, and
the fault is cleared after 250 ms by disconnecting Line 2. To
ensure a fair comparison, the control parameters are selected to
be equivalent, where ηα

u2
ref

= ξ1 = 0.001 andη = |ξ2| = ξ3 = 15.
For more details on the test system, refer to [35]. Two cases
will be studied with different cutoff frequencies of the LPFs
in the power loops. The cases presented can be viewed as the
worst-case scenario, considering that the proposed approach
aims to preserve the heavily damped characteristics of the active
power-frequency control loop while addressing the challenges

Fig. 8. Passivity-related indices of the proposed method KP and the dVOC
approach KPdVOC with (a) ωLPF = 20π rad/s and (b) ωLPF = 2π rad/s.

arising from voltage dynamics. Specifically, these cases aim to
demonstrate the performance differences between the proposed
approach and dVOC when a severe transient event occurs with
a sharp voltage drop.

1) Passivity-Related Index: To analyze the passivity of the
system during the short-to-ground transient event, the coupled
dynamic equations of frequency and voltage for the proposed
control are represented by⎧⎨
⎩
δ̇ = ξ3

(
Pref
u2

ref
− ωLPF

s+ωLPF

P (u) sin δ
u2

)
u̇ = ξ1

(
u2

ref − u2
)
u+ sgn(ξ2) |ξ2|

(
Qref

u2
ref

− ωLPF
s+ωLPF

Q(u,δ)
u2

)
u

(25)
and the dVOC control approaches can be described by⎧⎨

⎩
δ̇ = η

(
Pref
u2

ref
− ωLPF

s+ωLPF

P (u) sin δ
u2

)
u̇ = ηα

u2
ref

(
u2

ref − u2
)
u+ η

(
Qref

u2
ref

− ωLPF
s+ωLPF

Q(u,δ)
u2

) . (26)

The passivity-related indices can then be calculated using
the “ode23” solver in MATLAB. Fig. 8 presents the calculated
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passivity-related indices of the proposed method and the dVOC
approach during the short-to-ground fault with different cut-
off frequencies of power loop LPFs. In Fig. 8(a), the cutoff
frequency is 10 Hz. The results illustrate that the proposed
control can ensure the control voltage u remain as the per-unit
value uref before, during, and after the fault. While the behavior
of u → uref leads to the indeterminacy of KP , as described
by (17), it is essential to note that KP consistently maintains
positive, meaning that the inverter is always passive throughout
the operation. While KPdVOC of the dVOC approach is negative
meaning that the inverter is nonpassive, and the control voltage
could drop to 0.7 during this fault event. It is worth noting that
the cutoff frequency of the power loop LPFs affects the inverter
passivity in both methods. For the proposed approach, a smaller
ωLPF results a smaller degree of passivity, but the system remains
passive. In contrast, for the dVOC approach, a smaller ωLPF

leads to a deeper degree of the nonpassivity, making the system
more likely to be unstable.

2) Transient Stability Analysis: The transient stability anal-
ysis of the proposed method and dVOC approach can also be
conducted based on the dynamic equations of (25) and (26). By
solving the equations with the MATLAB command “ode23,”
the phase portrait of δ̇ − δ and u− δ can be obtained, and
the system stability can then be predicted. Fig. 9 shows the
phase portraits before, during, and after the short-to-ground fault
with different cutoff frequencies of power loop LPFs. It can be
observed that in the event of this short-circuit fault, the proposed
control can maintain system stability after the fault is cleared,
and the control voltage remains at 1, regardless of the cutoff
frequency of LPFs. In contrast, the dVOC approach may lose
synchronism and cannot return to stable operation after the fault
is cleared, especially when the cutoff frequency of LPFs is small.
The nonpassivity of the dVOC approach implies a sharp voltage
drop when the fault occurs, which results in instability issues in
certain cases.

3) Time-Domain Simulations Under Transient Events: Fur-
thermore, to verify the passivity and transient stability analyses
for the transient scenarios, time-domain simulations are also
conducted in MATLAB/Simulink. The simulation results are
depicted in Fig. 10. As demonstrated, the proposed control
approach maintains system stability after the fault is cleared, and
the system returns to its stable operating condition. However, the
dVOC approach encounters transient stability issues due to the
sharp voltage drop during the short-circuit fault if the cutoff
frequency of the power loop LPFs is low. These results further
support the passivity and transient stability analyses conducted
earlier.

Based on the above analysis, it can be concluded that although
the proposed control approach has a similar control structure as
existing dVOC approaches, the passivity-based design achieved
by the “pumping-or-damping” control action in the reactive
power loop provides enhanced transient stability compared to
the existing dVOC approach. This passivity-based design allows
for stable connections of the GFMs to any passive grid without
requiring system information for control parameter selection.
Therefore, the proposed control approach has the potential to

Fig. 9. Transient stability analysis of the proposed method and the dVOC
approach with (a) ωLPF = 20π rad/s and (b) ωLPF = 2π rad/s.

be a more robust and reliable control method for grid-connected
GFMs.

C. Inverter Capability to Achieve Passivity

To achieve the passivity-based design, the requirements of
the inverter capability are also investigated. Fig. 11 presents the
simulation results of phase a current iLa and reactive power Q
for both the dVOC approach and the proposed method during
fault with ωLPF = 2π rad/s. The simulation results reveal that
the peak phase current during fault remains practically the same
for both methods, at approximately 4 p.u. However, the proposed
method exhibits a longer duration of overcurrent compared to
the dVOC approach. Additionally, the reactive power during the
fault is also higher for the proposed method compared to the
dVOC approach.

These simulation waveforms in Figs. 10 and 11 convey two
important messages. First, to achieve inverter passivity, it is nec-
essary to maintain the control voltage, which, in turn, requires
a higher inverter reactive capacity. Specifically, the proposed
method can provide more reactive power to maintain control
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Fig. 10. Simulations of control voltage and active during the short-circuit-fault
transient of the proposed method and the dVOC approach with (a) ωLPF =
20π rad/s and (b) ωLPF = 2π rad/s.

Fig. 11. Simulations of phase current and reactive power during the short-
circuit-fault transient of the proposed method and the dVOC approach with
ωLPF = 2π rad/s.

voltage during the fault, ensuring system stability. In contrast,
the dVOC approach experiences a sharp voltage drop during
the fault, resulting in a loss of synchronism and an inability
to return to a steady state after the fault is cleared. Second,
the inverter rating is largely determined by the peak current
due to the small thermal capacity of the inverter. Even though the
proposed method requires a longer overcurrent duration than the
dVOC approaches, they have similar peak currents, indicating

Fig. 12. Enabling “pumping-or-damping” block when u drops 0.5 p.u. in the
proposed method.

that the proposed approach can achieve inverter passivity for
better system stability with only a slight increase in inverter
rating.

It is worth mentioning that the control voltage-regulation ca-
pability of the proposed method does not necessarily come from
the reactive power capability that the hardware can withstand.
Instead, the “pumping-or-damping” motion is the key factor
in maintaining the voltage. This means that even if the reac-
tive power capacity of the inverter is limited during transients,
the “pumping-or-damping” motion facilitated by the proposed
method can still help maintain the control voltage at a prespec-
ified value and improve system stability. As demonstrated in
Figs. 10 and 11, if the inverter can provide the necessary reactive
power to match the system’s transient requirements, the control
voltage can be maintained at 1 p.u. However, in cases where
the reactive power capability is constrained during a transient
event, the presence of the “pumping-or-damping” motion in the
proposed method can assist in maintaining the control voltage
at the desired level. Fig. 12 illustrates this scenario: without the
“pumping-or-damping” block, the system loses synchronism,
whereas enabling the “pumping-or-damping” block when the
control voltage drops to 0.5 p.u. allows for voltage clamping
during the fault. As a result, the system can subsequently return
to stable operation once the fault is cleared.

In summary, to ensure the passivity of the inverter, it is neces-
sary to have extra reactive power capability or voltage amplitude
regulation capability. This conclusion aligns with recent findings
in the field [42].

V. CASE STUDY OF MULTI-INVERTER SYSTEMS WITH

PROPOSED CONTROL APPROACH

A. Simulation Tests

To further demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the
proposed control approach in multi-inverter systems, simula-
tions were conducted on a three-bus system, as shown in Fig. 13,
to examine system transient stability under various operating
conditions. Bus 1 is connected to an inverter that is controlled
as an ideal voltage source and can be considered as a slack bus,
which is connected to the system for all the simulated scenarios
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Fig. 13. Test of system with multiple inverters.

TABLE II
ELECTRICAL AND CONTROL PARAMETERS IN THE MULTI-INVERTER TEST

SYSTEM

below. Bus 2 and Bus 3 are connected to Inverter 2 and Inverter 3,
respectively, which are implemented with the proposed control
approaches. All loads in the system are constant impedance
loads.

The electrical and control parameters used for the simulations
of the three-bus systems are given in Table II. Four transient
scenarios were simulated, including a normal load transient, a
short-circuit fault, an open-circuit fault, and a bus voltage drop.
It is worth noting that the control parameters for these inverters
were designed without the need for system information, such as
transmission line parameters.

1) Normal Load Transient: In the first scenario, Inverter 2
acts as a source, providing 1 p.u. of active power to the system,
while Inverter 3 initially operates as a load consuming 0.1 p.u.
power; then the reference load power is increased to 1 p.u. at
t = 3 s; and finally, it switches to generation mode with 1 p.u.
output power at t = 6 s.

The simulation results in Fig. 14 show that the active power
of Inverter 3 is regulated to the reference value in steady-state,
and the active power of Inverter 2 is well regulated at predefined
1 p.u. The steady-state output voltages of Inverter 2 and Inverter 3
slightly drop to meet power requirements, while the frequencies
all return to 60 Hz.

2) Short-Circuit Fault: In the second scenario, Inverter 2 and
Inverter 3 both work as sources delivering 1 p.u. power to the
rest of the system. A short-circuit fault with a 1 mΩ short resistor
occurs at Bus 2 at t = 2 s and lasts for 100 ms.

As shown in Fig. 15, after the fault is cleared, the voltage, fre-
quency, and power all return to the prespecified reference value.
Also, the magnitudes of control voltages of all three inverters are
given to prove that even during severe transient scenarios, the

Fig. 14. System response under load transient.

control voltage can be maintained at 1 p.u., so that any potential
transient stability issues caused by the sharp voltage drop [5]
can be avoided. For the other less severe transient scenarios
simulated in this article, the control voltage is not shown because
it can be easily observed from the phase voltage waveforms that
the magnitude almost stays unchanged. It is worth noting that
in the above analysis, it is assumed that the fault conditions will
not trigger the overcurrent protection of the inverter. The current
limitation control scheme for VOC approaches is still an open
issue and is beyond the scope of this research.

3) Open-Circuit Fault: In the third scenario, Inverter 2 and
Inverter 3 continue to deliver 1 p.u. power to the system. At
t = 3 s, Lines 2 and 3 experiences an open-circuit fault and
remains disconnected from the system until it returns to service
at t = 6 s. Two types of open-circuit faults can occur: one is that
Lines 2 and 3 is totally out of service and disconnected from
the system, and the other is that the impedance of Lines 2 and 3
changes from 0.1 to 0.2 p.u.

In the case of the first type of open-circuit fault, as shown in
Fig. 16, the inverters are capable of regulating the output power
and frequency during the fault and after the fault is cleared.
Moreover, the output voltage will self-adjust according to the
power flow.
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Fig. 15. System response during short-circuit fault.

In the case of the second type of open-circuit fault, as shown
in Fig. 17, the system remains stable during the fault and returns
to the prefault operating conditions after the fault is cleared.

4) Bus Voltage Drop: In this scenario, Inverter 2 and Inverter
3 each deliver 1 p.u. power into the system. During the fault, it
is assumed that the voltage on Bus 1 drops to 0.5 p.u. and the
fault persists for 3 seconds.

As shown in Fig. 18, it is evident that Inverter 2 and Inverter
3 maintain synchronism with the grid and regulate the active
power to 1 p.u. during the fault and after the fault is cleared.
However, additional reactive power is required for Inverter 2
and Inverter 3 to regulate voltage during fault.

B. Experimental Tests

The above analysis and simulation results have already shown
that the proposed control can ensure system stability under
different grid conditions, owing to the “pumping or damping”
motion in the reactive power loop. While the proposed controller
has been extensively analyzed and simulated, it is challenging

Fig. 16. System response during an open-circuit fault (Lines 2 and 3 discon-
nected).

Fig. 17. System response during an open-circuit fault (impedance of Lines 2
and 3 change from 0.1 to 0.2 p.u.).

to replicate severe system disturbances in laboratory tests due
to hardware constraints. Thus, to validate the efficacy of the
proposed control approach and enable the design of stable multi-
inverter systems, a six-inverter system, as depicted in Fig. 19,
has been constructed in the hardware testbed (HTB) at CURENT
UTK [43]. This experimental setup is subjected to a normal load
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Fig. 18. System response during voltage drop at Bus 1.

Fig. 19. Six-inverter test system.

step transient to confirm the proper functioning of the proposed
controller.

In this six-inverter system, G11 and G21 are implemented with
a simple virtual oscillator control that does not incorporate any
power dispatching loop. All the other inverters are implemented
with the proposed control approach with the control parameters
in Table II. It is noteworthy that these control parameter designs
do not employ any network information. The underlying as-
sumption is that the system can reach an equilibrium point under
its designated working conditions. For the HTB-based test, the
inverter G12 operates as a generator initially, and delivers 0.2
p.u power to the system; then its output power is increased to
0.8 p.u.; after which, it transitions to load mode and consumes
0.2 p.u. power.

Figs. 20 and 21 show the test results of the six-inverter system
under the normal load transient. It can be seen that the inverters
with the proposed control approach can operate effectively as
expected and uphold system stability during the load transient
scenario.

Fig. 20. Measured voltage and current waveforms of the six-inverter system.
(a) Output power of G12 changes from 0.2 to 0.8 p.u. (b) G12 changes from
generator mode with 0.8 p.u. power to load mode with 0.2 p.u. power.

Fig. 21. Measured power in LabVIEW of G12 and G13 during power transient
of G12.

VI. CONCLUSION

This article proposes a passivity-based grid-forming control
approach for grid-connected inverters, which is based on the
CbI technique in the PH structure. Compared to the existing
passivity-based virtual synchronous machine (VSM) control,
the proposed approach has a simpler two-channel structure with
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clear physical meaning. Specifically, the control comprises the
active power-frequency (p-f) loop and the reactive power-voltage
(Q-u) loop. Moreover, it shares similarities with the existing
dVOC approach in terms of the heavily damped characteristics
in the p-f loop. However, it enhances system transient stability
under various grid conditions via the constant control voltage
magnitude, achieved through the “pumping-or-damping” mo-
tion in the Q-u loop. The simulation and experimental results
demonstrate that the proposed control approach can facilitate the
transient stability design of a multi-inverter system by rendering
each inverter in the system passive. Thus, the proposed control
approach can enable effective grid-forming control, which is
crucial for the integration of power electronic-based sources into
power systems.
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